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Bishop O'Dowd point guard Asha
Talk about it in the
Thomas has a pair of state titles in
norcalpreps Message Boards
her first two high school seasons, but
has a different role this year after the
Dragons graduated a start studded class. How is the No. 1 2015
prospect playing?
Thomas has been the No. 1 prospect in the 2015 class since the initial
class rankings and is continuing to cement that status. The 5-foot-5 point
guard is widely recruited with reported suitors like Boise State, Nevada,
UNLV, Pepperdine, Cal Poly, San Diego State, San Francisco, Kentucky,
Oklahoma State, Texas Tech, Wake Forest, Boston College, Louisville,
and Georgia Tech.
She is also being recruited by the entire Pac-12 outside of Stanford and
UCLA.
Strengths: Thomas is a true point guard who sees the floor well and
has a high basketball IQ. She sees plays developing ahead of time and
puts passes in good places for teammates to score. She displays an
extra burst to finish well inside and has a very good feel on her pull-up
jumper. Thomas can break down her defender with an explosive crossover.
Thomas has been the No. 1 2015
prospect from the start

She is an active defender on the ball and in the passing lanes. She routinely starts the transition game off
her defensive work.
Weaknesses: Thomas is a smaller point guard compared to other high major point guard recruits. She
plays well against elite prep competition and there are plenty of cases of small point guard success, but it
may hold her back from the national stage. Thomas is a solid shooter from three point range, but likely
needs to be a knock down shooter to maximize her college production.
Final Analysis: The 5-star guard have the makings of a high major guard and should have a number of
offers to choose from this summer. She is a solid floor leader and a winner whose game has progressed
each year. She is a catalyst as the Dragons look to repeat as section, NorCal and state champions.
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